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of the highlands breaks the drainage into three systems viz
the Pacific Caribbean and Atlantic rivers On the western
slope the Daule S Juan and Atrato rivers have eroded
considerable valleys before breaking through the Coastal
Range to the sea In contrast to the raised coasts of Peru
and Chile the Pacific coast of Colombia and Ecuador has
sunk and drowned the lower valleys of these nvers forming
the only estuaries on the western side of the continent
To the west and north of the maritime ranges lies a
distinct region the coastal lowlands varying from a mere
strip 15 30 miles wide to the much more extensive swamps
around the estuaries where mangroves predominate Farther
back the slopes and upper valleys comprise the mam agncul
tural areas This well watered but empty coastal district
offers a striking contrast to the and Peruvian coast where
every foot of irrigable land has been occupied
On the other side of the plateau are the foot hills dropping
away to the upper basm of the Amazon and drained by many
large tributary streams This region known as the montana
has every arcumstance of elevation and climate in its favour
but its great distance from the Atlantic has maintained a
condition of undeveloped isolation even more marked than
that upon the enclosed tablelands of the Andes The montana
of Peru and Bolivia is comparatively easy of access along
the main and tributary streams of the Amazon but the rapids
along the rivers keep it isolated The interior of the north
western section of the continent is in fact faced by a rather
tragic dilemma Transport must take either the shorter but
very difficult route through the Andes to the Pacific or the
longer way across the swampy lowlands to the Atlantic,
Further many of the longer nvers which would offer the
natural route are broken by gorges and rapids to such an
extent that the people in the upper valleys turn to the

